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The South Korean economy has been highly praised by foreign economists as a successful model of development and proudly joined OECD in late 1996 as the world’s eleventh-largest economy, with per capita annual income of over $10,000. Since then, a series of business bankruptcies and a financial crisis resulting in the imposition of IMF supervision on December 3, 1997, has caused a shift in political power. The new administration began to work for systemic reforms, which have been interrupted by the political opposition, the entrenched chaebols, and labor unions.¹

Despite popular pressures for reform, the lack of driving forces reduced direct foreign investment, which caused the stock index to fall from the mid-500s in late February to the low 300s by mid-June 1998, coinciding with President Kim Dae Jung’s official visit to Washington. The victory of the president’s party in local elections and the promise of strong United States supports energized the Kim Dae Jung administration to expedite reform programs. However, progress may take longer than expected due to the weakened political coalition; the lack of “new blood” among political appointees; the unrelenting resistance of special interest groups; the enduring old habits, particularly in politics;² and the unhealthy economic environment in the region, including Japan.

Democracy and economic development have interacted in the modernization of South Korea, as in most other Asian countries: authoritarian politics has controlled the market while economic growth has facilitated democratization. President Park Chung Hee launched a series of economic development plans (EDPs) in 1962, which enabled the government to allocate its resources by restricting political freedom in South Korea. The first three five-year EDPs proved to be very successful, when the economy was small and inelastic. As the market grew, state intervention in the later period caused structural problems
within the economy that eventually led to idle capacity and bottlenecks in industries. As efficiency and competitiveness declined, President Park’s early successes were becoming a fading memory while structural problems loomed ahead.

State intervention in the economy pursues either capitalistic efficiency or democratic equality, which cannot be achieved simultaneously because of necessary tradeoffs between the two objectives. In fact, state intervention in Korean politics caused more problems than solutions in recovering market competition, because the government either failed to act where it should have, or chose the wrong action. Corrupt politicians collaborating with chaebols could only result in the creation of a political-economic complex, which jeopardized market functions and finally forced economic decline and a financial crisis requiring expensive structural reforms. Since corrupt politics caused market and government failures, the theory of balanced development in politics and economy, rather than Asian values, became persuasive in the age of globalization.3

South Korea has been a model for economic development. Faced with the financial crisis, a painful restructuring of the entire system was required, bringing into question whether the East Asian economic development model (EAM) is still viable. The Asian financial crisis happened in the process of economic development, where unresponsive politics ruined the economy. The efficiency of the EAM must be considered to have a strong link to politics. Under a redefined EAM, the time span for development would be extended to the stage of advanced democracy. In this scenario, South Korean development would occur over three stages: first, economic takeoff under an authoritarian regime; second, conflicting interests between democracy and economic growth; and third, balanced development of subsystems in the age of internationalization.4

The economic experiences of South Korea provide valuable lessons for later transition economies, particularly North Korea’s. If North Korea pursues systemic change towards a market economy, then Pyongyang needs to follow the course of opening that took place in China. The Chinese model teaches how to smooth out the “freedom waves” coming from economic openness, and the South Korean model teaches how to maximize efficient resource allocation in the takeoff stage. The mixture of the two kinds of experiences, in China and South Korea, will provide indispensable lessons for North Korea in its political and economic transformation, while the Kim Dae Jung
engagement policy is realistic and will be mutually beneficial for inter-Korean economic cooperation.

The present study sets three goals, to be discussed in three main sections. In the first, the role of the state in the South Korean economy will be assessed in terms of market and government failures. Second, the EAM will be redefined to show that the model is not dead but is progressing. The study also will discuss major issues of structural reform arising in the final stage of South Korean economic development. Third, lessons taken from the South Korean economy will be applied to future transitional woes expected in the North Korean economy. The study’s findings will contribute to policymaking for structural reforms in South Korea and for transformation of the systems of China, Vietnam, and North Korea by reducing trial-and-error efforts to escape from poverty.

The Role of the State in the South Korean Economy

The welfare economic theorem states that a government cannot do any better than the market, and market efficiency is achieved by the Pareto optimal allocation of resources, which defines that no one can better off by reallocating resources without making someone else worse off. Under this theorem, government intervention is justified to recover efficiency in cases of market failures due to imperfect competition, external effects, and public goods. Imperfect competition is caused by uncertainty arising from inadequate information, increasing returns to scale, and entry barriers. The government attacks imperfect competition and external effects to overcome market failures while it pursues public goods, hurting more or less free competition in the market.

A serious problem of state intervention in the market appears in the conflict and tradeoff between capitalistic efficiency (dollars) and democratic equality (rights). If a government favors efficiency measures to correct market failures by ignoring equality values, income distribution is worsened and social security is threatened. If a government favors equality measures to secure the social welfare by ignoring efficiency values, the market fails by losing free competition. The dilemma of state intervention, therefore, is an issue of political choice among “candidates” in three categories: a conservative advocating efficiency, a liberal advocating equality, and an independent advocating neutrality or compromise. The choice depends on the political climate, which continually shifts from one pole to the
other according to the power dynamics between parties and government branches.

Government failures, both those of commission and those of omission raise social costs without achieving goals. Failures of commission come from improper state intervention in public enterprises, budget allocation, and private sector control, while failures of omission arise from negligence of the state in necessary matters, such as maintenance of infrastructure and foreign exchange and interest rates. Government failures are caused by administrative incapability or interruption of government function by the corrupt political-economic complex. Problems of developing countries are largely the result of both kinds of government failure, but those of South Korea belong mostly to the category of omission.

The nature of power shows increasing returns to scale, so that incumbent political power is used to acquire economic power, which makes it possible to acquire additional political power. This kind of chain of action generates monopoly power in politics and economics by creating the political-economic complex. In the legislative branch in Korea, for example, candidates running for National Assembly seats are not chosen by primary elections in each electoral district but are nominated by a central committee of their party. This allows incumbent party bosses to strengthen the factional power in politics so that the same failed candidate runs in presidential races repeatedly. The lack of political competition prevents new candidates from entering national politics, weakening democratic checks and balances. So it is possible that a president dominates the National Assembly, and politicians are secure from legal charges resulting from malpractice, a starting point for government failures. Similarly, in both administrative and judicial branches, bureaucratic monopoly by regionalism and school faction jeopardizes societal fairness and reduces efficiency.

The rise of the chaebols is a byproduct of market failures and government failures. First, the Korean government provided chaebols with easy access to financial institutions for loans and credit through cross-finance guarantees withheld from non-group companies. Their monopoly power destroyed small businesses and created a series of subcontracts which produced a worsening quality of goods, as shown in the collapse of poorly constructed bridges and buildings. Second, chaebols obtained most government contracts through disguised competition. It is a well-known secret that former Korean presidents used to collect campaign funds from their offices, and endless scandals in government contracts were disclosed after power transfers. Third,
the export-led growth strategy provided import licensing, tax exemptions, and export subsidies to businesses for import substitution and export promotion without considering negative effects and regional fairness. As a result, overexpansion, heavy debts, bad investments, and high overhead costs from waste caused a series of bankruptcies of South Korean firms.

Labor monopoly was another result of government failure. The labor union leaders have asserted that a large part of the chaebols' wealth should be shared with the workers since chaebols accumulated wealth at the workers' expense by monopolistic profits, tax exemptions, privileges and subsidies, and low wages allowed by the suppression of the labor movement. Their claim is justified, though the consensus to fulfill the monetary goal will be difficult to achieve. When the labor movement became violent and politicized, the government collaborating with chaebols compromised with labor unions by prohibiting layoffs to effect job security and allowing them "no work and get paid" practices in order to avoid improving national social security measures. The rigidity of the labor market has forced domestic industries to move abroad and foreign firms to hesitate in making direct investments in South Korea.

The relationship between democracy and economic development has been inconsistent worldwide, but positive achievements have occurred in many cases, including that of South Korea. Joseph Schumpeter saw no necessary relationship between socialism and democracy since the one can exist without the other. At the same time, he perceived no incompatibility between them since the socialist engine can be run on democratic principles where appropriate to the social environment. He emphasized democratic conditions including human material in politics, effective political decision-making, bureaucratic capability, democratic self-control, and effective leadership competition. The issue lies in whether the economic system is expected to be democratic. The fall of communism in the USSR and eastern Europe in 1991 evidenced that capitalism is a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition for democracy; but democracy is not a precondition for capitalism, though it is necessary for sustainable growth in the long run.

Democracy is essential for sustainable growth since it facilitates checks and balances in politics and promotes competition in the economy by minimizing corruption and maximizing efficiency. Efficient modernization of a nation requires coordinated efforts throughout the entire system, by integrating vertical and horizontal
elements of subsystems, including politics, economy, national security, society, and others. If the economy moves quickly forward while politics lags behind, market competition will be interrupted by political problems, thus distorting resource allocation. As a result, adjustment costs will become expensive in the future, which the EAM has demonstrated.

The theory of balanced development between politics and economy is controversial since the initial conditions are different in various countries, including the transition economies. First, China chose the autocratic path in its modernization, pursuing economic growth first and moving gradually toward democracy later, by adopting the South Korean model, where political sacrifice is temporarily compensated by rising income. Second, Russia chose the democratic path by pursuing democratization first and economic reforms later, resulting in the regime's collapse since the economy could not support liberalized politics. Third, the balanced path would provide for simultaneous interactions between political opening and economic reforms in development. Taking the autocratic path in the early stage of economic development, South Korea eventually has been forced to choose the balanced path and has been pursuing simultaneous development of politics with the economy since the financial crisis hit.

China survived while the USSR perished in the process of economic transformation. Economic reform preceded political reform in the former case, while political reform preceded economic reform in the latter. The collapse of the USSR is explained by the fact that its failing economy could no longer support the country's vast political-military system, and the bankrupt government could no longer guarantee law and order. In contrast, Deng Xiaoping adopted a gradual opening policy, attracting foreign capital, promoting exports, and pursuing economic transformation, finally to be followed by political reform. Deng achieved economic success, but he did not expect the shock of "freedom waves" resulting from opening to hit Tiananmen Square so suddenly and violently in 1989. Similarly, President Park experienced political crisis in the major cities in South Korea, which threatened the survival of his regime.

Political-economic interactions may be investigated from the point of view of economics looking toward politics, or vice versa. On the one hand, economic development facilitates democratization. First, economic growth is accompanied by trade expansion, by taking comparative advantage of a country's assets, which requires more education and training to produce better-quality products to beat
foreign competition. The knowledge gained from education and training awakens workers’ awareness respecting the democratic values of freedom and equality, and they come to reject authoritarian rule which prevents growth of a democratic society. Second, trade expansion raises the volume of transportation and communications across borders. Cross-border traffic may be controllable when the economy is small and simple, but it is too expensive to manage when traffic becomes heavy. Expanded foreign trade with advanced technology expedites information flow and spreads Western civilization, which stimulates liberalization. Third, the rising household income opens the ranks of the economic middle class, allowing more people to be educated and to travel. The broader middle class demands more political power and strengthens majority rule in decisionmaking through the “power of the purse,” which contributes to democratization. Finally, foreign trade expedites internationalization by emphasizing the importance of reciprocity, which respects foreign values as much as domestic ones. The openness of local markets to foreign firms abolishes cultural barriers and reduces the self-determination of domestic politics due to increasing interdependence among international trade partners. Politics can no longer remain closed in a market economy, though authoritarian regimes try to maintain their existing interests in politics and economy.

On the other hand, democracy is necessary to maintain sustainable growth in capitalistic economies by maximizing efficiency. The South Korean economy remained efficient in the three five-year EDPs (1962-1976) despite excessive intervention by the authoritarian regime, for the following reasons: The economy was small and the market was inelastic, so government intervention was desirable until the market recovered competition. The EDPs were well prepared for resource allocation by forcing the economy to move from labor- towards capital- and technology-intensive industries with proper investment in infrastructure. The driving forces were aggressive, as in the revolutionary period of the Soviet Union, and mobilized available capital and labor. The export-led growth strategy and continuous adjustment of policy to environmental changes were successful in moving from import substitution toward export promotion by accumulating capital and technology. Finally, the government coordinated properly with business and labor, which were highly motivated by nationalism and a popular sense of pride in building and modernizing their nation.
However, when the economy became more complicated in the second half of the 1970s, government intervention distorted resource allocation, which reduced efficiency and growth. The shipbuilding industry, for example, was expanded based on government subsidies at a time when the world demand was beginning to decline, so that the level of capacity utilization remained below 40 percent until the mid-1980s, lowering factor productivity and increasing foreign debt.\textsuperscript{28} Corrupt politicians and bureaucrats sold monopoly power to favored businesses and labor unions and received bribes in return, which caused failures in both the market and government, financial crisis, and finally economic recession. Corrupt politics ruined the economy of South Korea while economic development nevertheless facilitated its democratization.

What are the sources of corruption?\textsuperscript{29} First, corruption is accompanied by the lack of transparency and accountability in government and business. Corrupt public officials use their power for personal gain by accepting bribes, while private donors get what they want from the government. Second, policies and regulations that produce gaps between demand and supply invite corruption since businesses and individuals try to avoid red tape by offering bribes to reduce costs and to save time. Those working in the thriving underground economy aim not simply to evade taxes, as in rich economies, but are mainly attempting to dodge the red tape and the inevitable bribes in the formal sector.\textsuperscript{30} Third, if corrupt individuals are rarely detected and punished, if expected returns from breaking laws are much higher than expected costs, or if social justice does not exist in the system, the system itself facilitates corruption. Finally, if the salaries are low and job loss is not a problem, it is easy to be corrupt since benefits are much higher than costs of punishment.

Then what can be done about entrenched corruption in South Korea? The answers lie in three categories: enhancement of democratic checks and balances in politics and government, promotion of competition in the economy and business, and organization of active citizens' groups for social interaction and consensus building in order to oversee civil services and provide policy input.\textsuperscript{31} The first category should focus on reducing the discretionary power of government officials, enforcing anticorruption laws, reforming the civil service, and increasing the accountability of government to its citizens.\textsuperscript{32} It is essential for the people to see and to believe that anyone, without exception, who violates the law will have to pay the price for his wrongdoing sooner or later.
The East Asian Development Model: Still in Progress

The EAM, the rapid growth model of Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea, can be understood as a combination of both economic and non-economic factors. The economic factors include high investment ratios, small public sectors, export orientation, labor-market competition, state intervention in the economy, large and efficient investments in human capital, and well-developed capacity to absorb new technologies. The non-economic factors include ethnic and linguistic homogeneity, relatively compact geography, manageable population size, and Confucian tradition — which in turn influence labor productivity, savings behavior, and other aspects of economic performance. However, after the financial crisis, Asian values were blamed as a disturbance in economic development, and voices were raised demanding that political elements be considered in defining the model.

Economic growth sources are defined by both factor input mobilization and productivity growth, the shares of which vary according to country, period, and estimation method. Dale Jorgenson estimates that the share of economic growth generated by capital and labor input is three-quarters of total growth. In his study, United States economic growth from 1948 to 1979 was fostered by growth of capital input (45.6 percent), growth of labor input (30.7 percent), and productivity growth (24.7 percent). The growth of savings affected by consumption behavior generates growth in capital input, while population growth generates increases in labor input, which is affected by production behavior such as labor-leisure choices. Paul Krugman argues, by comparing the EAM to the Soviet Union in its early period of economic development, that East Asian growth is driven not by productivity growth in terms of efficiency gain but, rather, by resource mobilization. He explains that input-driven growth continuously and intensively supplies capital and labor, consequently yielding diminished economic returns and a sharp deceleration of growth. Meanwhile, the diffusion of technology will place huge strains on Western society, so that no technological convergence between East and West is expected. He considered that state intervention in the Asian economies would not make any discernible difference.

While Paul Krugman presents sound arguments about problems of government intervention, he misconstrues important points about the EAM, where investment is not a simple accumulation of fixed capital. In major equipment purchases from advanced countries, Seoul requires extensive transfer of technology. Technology transfer also naturally
occurs through the learning-by-doing process on the job at joint-venture facilities. The World Bank estimates that the contributing share of total factor productivity to total growth was over 33 percent for Japan, Taiwan, and South Korea during the period 1960 to 1989. This number is much higher than Jorgenson's estimate of 24.7 percent for the United States. As long as the marginal return of capital exceeds its cost, growth based on rapid capital accumulation would be highly desirable, though its marginal productivity is likely to decline — not sharply, as Krugman worried, but gradually, as the capital stock deepens.

Due to the following shortcomings in its definition, the EAM needs to expand its scope to include the stage of advanced democracy. First, even though economists have disregarded the influence of political elements in the model, democratization has, in fact, greatly affected economic development. Political elements are fundamental to accurately defining the EAM from the viewpoint of political economy. Second, the time-line of the EAM has formerly considered only the two stages of economic takeoff and growth expansion. But the model must include the advanced stage of democracy to be built after structural adjustment since financial crisis is part of the process of economic development. Third, technological advancement in transportation and communications has brought the world closer more rapidly than ever before. Trade relations strongly affect foreign relations, as recently seen in the interaction between the United States and China. The globalization of the information age must be considered in defining the economic development model.

South Korean economic history is divided into three periods of major political change. In the initial stage, economic takeoff under the authoritarian regime (1962-1979), President Park controlled the hybrid market economy by suppressing democracy. By crushing the opposing freedom movement, he fortified his authoritarian regime and allocated resources by launching a series of EDPs. An input-output analysis by this author indicates that the export-led growth strategy of South Korea was the best choice among available alternatives. This strategy produced the largest GDP for the same level of aggregate final demand. Import substitution required a huge amount of physical and human capital, which could be financed by export earnings, while export promotion required advanced technology, which could be accumulated by import substitution; both were mutually supportive and complementary. The movement of comparative advantage due to the shorter product-life cycle transformed the industrial structure absorbed
by import substitution, and proper adjustment helped to maintain its competitiveness. Finally, a supportive strategy of domestic demand expansion was desirable only if market openness did not suppress consumption of domestic products in fair competition, though it proved to be wrong because of government failures.

The export-led growth strategy exploited economies of scale through foreign trade despite a narrow domestic market. Using comparative advantage with favored patterns of trade through efficient resource allocation, South Korea improved its products’ competitiveness. Protection and subsidization allowed monopolistic profits to export industries rapidly promoting exports, and trade expansion widened the production possibility frontier in the economy. Though the overall economic returns from export promotion were larger than the cost, the incentives became a serious problem. As the economy grew, inefficiency developed due to poor allocation of resources, income inequality widened between favored and disfavored, and heavy social costs compounded from the suppression of democracy by the authoritarian regime.40

Thus, the government could achieve neither efficiency nor equality, and voices demanding freedom and democracy became louder. The Korean Economic Planning Board found that “inefficiencies have been imbedded in the economy . . . . Government-initiated investment activities as well as protective measures, such as import restriction and monopolization, have weakened economic versatility and hindered proper functioning of the market mechanism . . . . The inequalities between income classes and regions were aggravated.”41 During the second half of the 1970s the entire South Korean system declined in efficiency because political development lagged far behind economic growth. It was proven that government intervention had caused market failures by the time of President Park’s assassination in 1979.

In the second stage, conflict between democracy and economy (1980–1997), presidents Chun and Roh relaxed control, but politics remained only half-democratic as chaebols strengthened their monopolistic power. Seoul did not have westernized intellectuals to incite military revolution against President Park in the early 1960s, but the situation changed when economic development expanded education.42 In fact, anti-government sentiment began to evolve in 1972 when President Park revised the constitution to include his rule for life. The suppressing forces of the authoritarian regime were strong enough in the 1970s, when the driving forces for democratization were
relatively weak. Park’s assassination amidst the social instability of 1979 temporarily reduced these problems, but little progress in democratization was made by his two successors.

President Kim Young Sam allowed full freedom of expression, unlike his predecessors, but his administration could not make any real difference because the system and people remained unchanged. As the first civilian president, he removed the military culture from the government and pursued ambitious social reforms. However, his lack of professional knowledge and experience caused him to ignore the need for a democratic decisionmaking process in the system, and his authoritarian leadership caused many errors. After the Hanbo Steel Group scandal, Kim lost control of his presidency, which was shared with President-elect Kim Dae Jung, who had been meeting with his Transition Committee at his home since the election. Conflicting political and economic interests plagued Korea during this period, and the confused leadership failed to integrate differing social interests. Seoul experienced government failures, and the external forces of the IMF took control of the Korean economy. The political situation, which would be expected to change in the third stage, was the major reason for this external supervision.

In the third stage, balanced development of politics with economy (1998–2015), the South Korean economy pursues a balanced development for its structural reforms, where the following must be considered: First of all, market forces are not enough to remove the monopolistic power prevailing throughout the nation’s system; the lack of driving forces slows reform. Only government intervention will promote efficient reform, by rooting out resistance from the anti-reform groups, including politicians and chaebols. In order to avoid errors, the reform priorities should be clearly delineated through professional evaluation free from the persuasive pressures of political interest groups. Temporary state intervention will help to reconstruct fair competition in South Korea.

Second, the burdens caused by reforms should be shared equitably in a manner acceptable to all parties. The political opposition, chaebols, and labor unions do not want to lose any part of their interests, but no reform will succeed without downsizing and cutting costs. The leadership should force all parties to share burdens coming from systemic reforms. The Tripartite Committee, consisting of labor, business, and government, should unite constructively to achieve the goal of recovering economic strength. If not, the South Korean people will pay a high cost.
Third, the initial conditions for fair competition should be seriously considered in reforms. The wealth of the chaebols came not from fair competition but from monopoly power provided by the corrupt government, which devastated nearly all small businesses. The revival of small and medium-sized businesses is essential in reforms. Therefore, the government should bar chaebols from participating in government contracts, except in certain industries which are not appropriate for small businesses, until the initial conditions are fully recovered. This kind of concession to small businesses would correct the distorted initial conditions that suppressed fair competition.

Fourth, in banking reforms it is essential to investigate the real demand of funds and to set available resources. Previous bank management should be brought to justice for their misconduct and replaced by fresh, new, efficiently operating management teams. The Bank Supervision Commission should be controlled not by the Office of Prime Minister but by the Bank of Korea in order to ensure its political neutrality. It is dangerous to amend the banking laws by allowing chaebols to enter the banking business; such amendments oppose the direction of economic reforms.  

Fifth, the Bank Supervision Commission should strictly require banks to maintain each firm’s debt-equity ratio below 200 percent through removal of cross-finance guarantees. The Fair Trade Commission should closely watch internal transactions among group companies to root out monopolistic practices that violate antitrust laws. Consistent supervision increases efficiency and expedites structural reforms. It is neither reasonable nor helpful that chaebols incite nationalistic sentiments in order to avoid foreign competition, or that labor unions reinforce workers’ hatred of foreign investment in order to promote union cohesiveness. The labor market, particularly, jeopardizes economic reforms by encouraging domestic firms to operate in foreign countries and by forcing foreign firms to hesitate in their direct investment activities in Korea, which threatens job creation in South Korea.  

Sixth, in the course of economic recovery Seoul should reduce the negative effect on the economy of excessive military expenditures. The United States-Korea security alliance deters external threats from the North, establishing a low-cost national defense. If Kim Dae Jung’s engagement policy with the North yields a peace treaty and disarmament agreement as a preliminary step toward Korean unification, the two Koreas can divert military spending to future
economic development. The leaderships of the two Koreas should achieve disarmament benefits by compromise as soon as possible.\textsuperscript{46}

In sum, the outlook is optimistic for South Korean economic recovery because of its highly educated labor forces, accumulated capital and technology through advanced industries, world-class management and marketing experience, and mature and self-adjusting democratic leadership. When South Koreans pursue speedy reforms by sharing burdens equally for structural adjustment, the recovery will be successful, proving that the EAM is not dead but progressing, alive and continuing its rapid growth. As mentioned, however, reforms and recovery can be significantly delayed if conflicting interests weaken the driving forces as seen in political underdevelopment.

We may consider the following three possible scenarios: (a) If the Kim Dae Jung leadership pursues speedy and aggressive structural reforms in the right direction, South Korea will regain its previous economic strength and growth rate within three years. (b) If Kim Dae Jung’s administration fails to integrate productive reform elements because of conflicting interests within the system, economic recovery will take more than a decade, as witnessed in Latin American countries. (c) If the Kim Dae Jung government fails in promoting expeditious change but maintains a desirable focused reformative direction, the result will lie somewhere between these two extreme cases, taking five to seven years. However, it is too early to predict economic recovery since there are various obstacles hindering structural reforms in South Korea — such as political skirmishing, the resistance of the chaebols, and labor strikes. Swift success of system reforms depends on the people’s ability to mobilize all possible resources, and the historical results will be judged by the next generation in Korea.

**Application of South Korea’s Experiences**

As discussed previously, South Korea has experienced the development of political-economic relations while modernizing from authoritarian rule to the Western standards of democracy. Democracy, reducing intervention costs through its feedback adjustment mechanism, is essential to maximize capitalistic efficiency. The balanced development of the system minimizes costs induced by lagging subsystems. Government intervention in politics causes market failures, and corruption from the political-economic complex results in government failures, becoming a heavy burden on growth. EDPs are efficient in the early stages of economic takeoff, when the economy is
small and inelastic. But in the later period, when the economy becomes large and complicated, problems in efficiency and equality emerge under EDPs due to misallocation of resources without competition in the market.

If South Korea had chosen a different strategy, the adjustment costs would have taken a different form. As long as the difference between integrated returns from the chosen growth strategy and those from other strategies is larger than reform costs, the costs must be the lowest price that South Korea has to pay for adjustment. If from the beginning Seoul had chosen a strategy that balanced economics with democracy, today’s frustration would not have occurred; no greater economic performance could have appeared in the history of its economic growth.47 Once recovered, Seoul’s economy will be stronger than ever before, having achieved both advanced democracy and a market economy through structural reforms. Through this financial crisis, with the help of external forces, South Korea will have matured towards political and economic internationalization.48

The South Korean experiences provide several lessons for the transition economies of China, Vietnam, and North Korea. (a) A series of economic development plans should be used in the early stages of economic takeoff, even if political freedom is restricted. The aggressive driving forces will expedite a big “push” effect on the economy. The planning period must be less than fifteen years.49 (b) Government intervention should be gradually reduced after ten years, and a balanced path should be pursued between politics and economics by leaning in the direction of fair competition. It is necessary for the leadership to watch corruption closely. (c) Economic development should start from import substitution of labor-intensive products and move to export promotion of the same industries. Import substitution of capital- and technology-intensive products should be emphasized at the start, moving to export promotion of the same products. (d) Proper capital should be supplied by selling ownership, except in energy, transportation, communications, finance, and media businesses. Aggressive investments should be made in education and training with research and development, but with an effort to minimize protection of infant industries. (e) If politics remain unchanged, the economy will lose efficiency and equality, which will reduce exports, employment, and income. Then the economy will have a problem in the balance of payments, which threatens continuous growth. Time is of the essence in this case to reduce adjustment costs for recovery. (f) Balanced growth of politics and the economy is essential, and other sectors are
also important to reduce adjustment costs. The defense budget should be minimized to avoid damaging the economy. (g) Subsequent policy reforms for adjustment are necessary to make the economy efficient, reducing accumulated costs arising from state intervention. It is dangerous to maintain improper or outdated policies without correction, because such inaction raises unnecessary costs in the future. Speedy policy adjustment is possible by making people work together with the system through the democratic process, with qualified economists.

In the case of China, system transformation has faced obstacles in justifying its ideological shift, improving privatization and managerial efficiency, and struggling with corruption. Zeng Peiyian writes, "Building a socialist economy with Chinese characteristics means developing a market economy under socialism and constantly emancipating and developing productive forces....The party and the state have shifted the focus of their work from the practice of 'taking the class struggle as the key link' in the past to socialist modernization with economic construction as the core." The party conservatives need excuses for transformation since they, who have enjoyed the old system of equality, are not used to the new system of efficiency. China has set four goals for building its socialist economy through reform programs: to readjust its ownership structure, to improve its socialist market economy, to enhance its system of income distribution based on the ownership of productive means, and to liberalize its domestic market to the world. Thus Chinese policy pursues efficiency with equality.

The starting point of economic transformation in China is allowing property rights and privatizing state-owned enterprises by introducing the price system into the market. This generally invites three major problems: bankruptcies due to poor corporate management, unemployment due to efficiency improvements, and inflation from high growth and poor financial policies. A survey suggests that the authorities should suspend production of unprofitable products, make calculations in light of real market conditions, and drop production plans that are not cost-effective. Meanwhile, the unemployment rate in China has approached 20 percent in major cities such as Harbin and Shenyang. The government fears high unemployment may cause social instability. Fortunately, the authorities have been able to curb inflation, while yuan values have appreciated due to the fall of other currency values in Asia.
Corruption has been a persistent problem in China. Property in the socialist economies belongs to the state, and the political power sets privatization rules and distributes state-owned properties to qualified individuals. The phenomenon of corruption emerged along with private property and ownership, so China has initiated a radical cure for corruption, as follows: First, China maintains an ideological guarantee opposing corruption and advocating integrity by enhancing party building and education in ideology and ethics. Second, China is providing better administration to remove the environment in which corruption flourishes, by formulating new regulations and institutions. Third, China has launched a comprehensive project of system engineering for effective supervisory mechanisms to oppose corruption and to advocate proper behavior. Since the initial political conditions were based on proletarian dictatorship and Marxist class struggle, political monopoly allowed corruption, as the second generation of bureaucrats were helped to acquire privatized corporations. The same set of conditions must be considered in transforming the North Korean economy.

Military confrontation in the Korean peninsula has remained unchanged for half a century despite paying the price of authoritarian political rules, economic burdens from national security costs, and an extreme dichotomy in societal values. Pyongyang has also paid the price of confrontation directly and indirectly — more than South Korea has, because of the fall of the Soviet Union and its satellites. In applying lessons from the reform of other economies, it is necessary to revisit the reasons why the North Korean economy has hopelessly fallen, similarly to the fall of communism.

The DPRK’s problems are caused by the nature of the system. The centrally planned economy, with projected consumption and production determined by the state, causes inefficiency by creating bottlenecks and idle capacities in industries. Marxist ideology does not allow for personal property rights, and a small interest group holds all political and economic power in the name of the proletariat. Position in the hierarchy of the proletarian dictatorship is rewarded as opposed to performance-based compensation for workers, which undermines motivation and reduces productivity. Heavy military spending from the dual economic system reduces investment in infrastructure and manufacturing facilities, raising overhead costs in the economy. Government censorship threatens communications, socialist brainwashing preempts creative ideas, and lack of education and training with research and development delays technological
advancement, reducing productivity. Its self-sanctioned autarkic economy makes it difficult for North Korea to exploit comparative advantages and to mobilize resources, thus limiting its production possibility frontier. North Korea misuses its resources by repressing its own people, particularly intellectuals and political dissidents, in order to prevent internal uprising. The rigidity and inflexibility of centralized power interrupt self-adjustment, which reduces efficiency and productivity. While China is expediting economic transformation towards a market economy, Pyongyang wastes its golden time in playing fruitless games. Ignoring the value of the moment, the DPRK leadership is losing opportunity and money.

Pyongyang faces a dilemma: openness threatens survival of its regime, but the economy cannot be revived without openness. The only choice for the regime's survival is in the strategy of “soft landing” and multidimensional, simultaneous, and gradual transformation of the system. To be multidimensional and simultaneous in change, all subsystems of North Korea, including its politics, security, economy, and society, should be developed at the same time, in a balanced manner. Gradual transformation means that reform starts partially in a specific region, such as the Rajin-Sunbong area, in a first step, and gradually expands to other locations, such as Wonsan on the east coast and Nampo on the west coast, thus minimizing shock waves from new freedoms. Eventually, after building confidence and immunity to external culture in the population, openness can be applied to the entire area of North Korea.59

Time is essential in economic development. Let us assume that Pyongyang wants to build a manufacturing plant for fertilizer in the suburban area of Wonsan. The first thing to be done is to build infrastructure, including power stations, water and sewerage lines, highways and byways, railways, seaports, airports, and communications facilities — which will take at least five to seven years. The second step is to build the manufacturing plant itself, including buildings and equipment, which will take at least three to five more years if there are no financial problems. The third step is to recruit and train employees and to assign jobs, including overseas marketing, accompanied by the opening of plant operations and sale of products to the world, taking three to five more years. Pyongyang thus would need at least ten years to normalize its new plant without constraints. There is no time to waste.

The real condition of the North Korean economy is rather serious. Interviews with North Korean refugees suggest that “over 25%
of population in many villages...have died, with the height of the crisis occurring in fall 1996....Even isolated instances of cannibalism are simply too widespread and too specific to be dismissed....A major humanitarian disaster has already occurred with tens of thousands of people already dead from starvation and starvation-related illness." The central government has been losing political influence over provincial and local authorities due to lack of "grain power." The private market activities throughout the country are accepted, and the household responsibility system is selectively implemented. But no reforms have yet been observed.

North Korea has burdened China by demanding economic aid and producing a flow of refugees into the Chinese border provinces. Meanwhile, South Korea has been a partner with China in the growth of mutual trade and investment. Despite the rhetoric of equidistance in its relationship with the two Koreas, China has begun to recognize that its economic interests in Seoul are more significant than its strategic interests in Pyongyang, and that a unified Korea is not a danger to China's security. As Sino-American relations improve, China's economic interests generally become more important than its strategic ones. So China may agree that the status quo is not sustainable on the Korean peninsula. It is true that the ball in the North-South game is in the court of the Koreans; they themselves must determine their future peace and prosperity.

A Chinese study maintains that a "soft landing" is the most feasible strategy for achieving Korean unification. First, the risk of destruction caused by war is unacceptable to both sides, and war does not correspond with the interests of the relevant parties when North and South both have serious economic problems. Second, China wants to strengthen its traditional friendship with the North while improving its economic relations with the South. The United States for its part does not want the casualties of war, nor does Japan desire a second Korean War threatening its national security. Finally, quadrupartite talks will help find a way towards a rational settlement of the Korean peninsula issue in terms of relaxation of tensions, cooperation, and consultations as a gradual process. This view represents the reality as honestly judged by Chinese intellectuals.

The United States and South Korea pursue constructive engagement with North Korea, and the regional powers are supportive of peace and prosperity. The international community is becoming closer through market openness as barriers towards globalization are removed, and Pyongyang would be wise to lean with the wind. South
Korea wants to save military expenditures and apply them to economic recovery and repayment of external debts. Further suppression of the North Korean economy pushes the regime towards collapse, which Seoul does not want. Possible returns from negotiations are limited, and continuous demands for concessions from the North waste time without gains. If Pyongyang cannot develop constructive relations with the Kim Dae Jung government, another five more years will be necessary before North Korea can meet the next South Korean leadership — which may not be as friendly as Kim Dae Jung's.

Kim Dae Jung's engagement policy towards the DPRK includes three principles: no armed offensive from the North, no intention on the part of the South to harm or to absorb the North, and pursuit of conciliation and cooperation between North and South. The theory is realistic and mutually beneficial; North Korea can transform its system without external risks while South Korea can minimize unification costs as a result of Northern self-regeneration. Both sides can save and divert resources from defense to economic purposes by signing a peace treaty with disarmament. Thus, it was not wise for the hardliners in the North to cause the recent submarine incident and armed infiltration of the South when the two sides are pursuing cooperation. If Kim Dae Jung loses patience, Pyongyang will become the loser, and its difficulties will be prolonged.

The lessons from the experiences of South Korean and Chinese reforms prove to be meaningful as North Korea faces difficulties of capital formation in its transformation. DPRK capital comes from external loans, foreign direct investment, foreign assistance, war compensation, cooperation with Seoul, disarmament, domestic savings, sales of state properties, and labor exports. Its resource allocation should coordinate the structural balance with South Korea, invest early in agriculture, substitute imports of labor-intensive products, provide sufficient infrastructure, and educate human resources. If Pyongyang hesitates to transform its system with the Kim Dae Jung engagement policy due to its "absorption phobia" of the South, it may permanently lose the chance of recovery. Now is the time for the two Koreas to engage each other in economic revival and peaceful reunification.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we have viewed the role of state in the economy, survival of the EAM with reforms, and application of South Korean experiences to transforming North Korea. First, the EDPs were efficient in the early stage of development, when the economy was
small and inelastic. As the economy grew in scale and complexity, government intervention invariably caused market failures, and a corrupt political-economic complex led to government failures. Economic development facilitates democracy since it is essential for sustainable growth. In turn, democratic development promotes checks and balances in politics, minimizing corruption while enhancing competition in the economy by maximizing efficiency. Thus, the theory of balanced development between subsystems becomes persuasive while the effects of Asian values in the economy have been controversial. The direction of structural reform in South Korea points towards promotion of fair competition in the entire political, economic, and social system by removing the monopolistic power held by the old interest groups.\(^6\)

Second, the current financial crisis is a stage in economic development, and the EAM is still valid and continuing to progress. Krugman argues that the EAM is driven not by productivity growth but by resource mobilization, a view we can reject since its contributing share of total factor productivity to growth proved to be over 33 percent during the period 1960 to 1989. The prospects for the South Korean economy are optimistic owing to a highly educated labor force, accumulated capital and technology, world-class management and marketing experiences, and mature leadership and democracy with a self-adjustment function. If the Kim Dae Jung leadership pursues speedy and aggressive reforms, the economy will start to recover by the year 2000. South Korean reforms require government intervention in restructuring, appropriate burden-sharing, equalized initial conditions, tight bank supervision, fair trade supervision, disarmament and resource conversion, and no leadership corruption.

Third, the experiences of South Korea reveal how North Korea can escape its economic vicious circle, while those of China can teach the DPRK how to transform its system towards openness by smoothing out “freedom waves.” Since inter-Korean economic cooperation is fundamental for revival of the DPRK economy, Pyongyang may permanently lose the chance of recovery if it hesitates to make system changes due to “absorption phobia” of the South. Kim Dae Jung’s engagement policy is realistic and mutually beneficial since the North can transform its system without external risks, the South can minimize unification costs by Northern self-regeneration, and both sides can save costs by diverting resources from military to economic purposes. It is necessary in supplying and allocating resources in North Korea to consider the likely industrial structure of a future unified Korea, to
invest in the agricultural sector first for self-sufficiency, to substitute imports of labor-intensive products, to provide sufficient infrastructure for inexpensive overhead costs, and to educate and train human resources.

This study concludes with three policy recommendations: first for the South, second for the North, and the last for the international community.

**Recommendations to Seoul:** South Korea is now in the third stage of political and economic development and is approaching the Western standard of democracy and market economy. The Kim Dae Jung leadership was successful in managing the current financial crisis in its early stages, but the people have begun to question the president’s capability and intentions regarding structural reforms. President Kim must maintain speedy and aggressive driving forces in a consistent direction to recover fair competition within the system. In rooting out corruption, the government must honestly investigate campaign finance and political contribution scandals related to corrupt politicians and businessmen who have violated the law. Bringing wrongdoers to justice is a starting point for making the system fair. The South Korean people should not confuse nationalism with patriotism. In domestic capital formation, it is better for South Korea to sell ownership to foreign investors than to borrow funds from foreign banks when domestic firms are weak in financial creditability and technological competitiveness. The kind of nationalism that rejects foreign investment is not truly patriotic since it hurts the Korean economy in the age of globalization.

**Recommendation to Pyongyang:** The North Korean leadership pursues survival of its regime through economic recovery. As long as the Juche regime holds onto its old principles, the DPRK economy will not fully recover its strength. Pyongyang must shift its ideological orientation, as did China, from the equality sought through Marxist class struggle towards the efficiency of classless competition by removing the monopolistic power of the proletarian dictatorship system. The dual economic system separating the military from the economy hurts integrated policy formulation. The independent military sector expedites arms buildup and reduces investment in infrastructure and capacity generation, jeopardizing productivity growth. Both a peace treaty and a disarmament agreement between the two Koreas is urgently needed so that resources may be diverted from military to commercial purposes. Inter-Korean economic cooperation is essential.
for the recovery of the North. The South is undoubtedly the most potentially helpful partner for the North in the world. The DPRK must recognize that economic interests in the post-cold war period have become more important than political-military interests due to the absence of external threats.

**Recommendation to the international community:** Other nations should help the two Koreas to pursue balanced development of democracy along with their economies. Constructive engagement between the United States and China became visible after President Clinton’s China visit in late June 1998. Since both powers want peace and stability in the region, they should cooperate to build a peaceful, reunified Korea. Particularly China should make greater efforts to construct a peaceful relationship between Seoul and Pyongyang, since a unified Korea is more beneficial to China than a divided one. Politically, China has been successful in transforming its system, so the “freedom waves” from Korean reunification would not be a threat. Economically, China's capital market is mature enough to absorb foreign capital, and a shift of South Korean capital from China to North Korea would not present a problem. China's trade with a unified Korea would be much greater than at present with North and South. Strategically, the DPRK’s buffer role for China has gradually faded out since Washington has begun to engage Beijing. Seoul has been approaching Beijing for mutual security cooperation, while Pyongyang has created problems threatening regional security in various ways. Culturally, Koreans share more similarities with the Chinese than with people in any other Asian country. It should be persuasive to China that a unified Korea would satisfy more Chinese interests than a divided Korea does.
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